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Major indices sold off aggressively following a rapid increase in cases
and fatalities of coronavirus. The main concern is that many countries will
cease trade with China and temporarily shut down business in the country.
The volatility from coronavirus fears completely overshadowed the FOMC
decision to leave rates unchanged.
Bowser stocks (up 0.3% for the week) were green yet again in a
volatile and bearish market. Surprisingly, small caps didn't underperform
as a whole, which is usually the case when volatility spikes. CPS Technologies
(CPSH) was this week's top gainer following news of a significant design
win and initial order from a new customer. MamaMancini's (MMMB) also
continued its bullish trend and hit a new 52-week high.

Company Headlines

• Monday: GSE Systems (GVP) refreshed its brand to help unify the market presence of its recently
acquired businesses under the new name GSE Solutions™. MamaMancini's (MMMB) announced
the appointment of Steven Burns as executive vice president. Where Food Comes From (WFCF)
launched DairyCARE™, the latest offering in the Where Food Comes From CARE™ suite of sustainability
standards.
• Tuesday: Better Online Solutions Ltd. (BOSC) received an order from a Brazilian plastic
manufacturer for a robotic system of in-mold labeling for injection molding products.
• Wednesday: Smith-Midland (SMID) subsidiary, Easi-Set Worldwide, added Summit Precast, LLC to
its family of J-J Hooks precast concrete safety barrier licensed producers.
• Thursday: CPS Technologies (CPSH) received a significant design win and initial order from a
new customer for its AlSiC hermetic package. HC2 Holdings (HCHC) announced that a subsidiary of
Global Marine Holdings, LLC, in which HCHC holds an approximate 73% equity interest, has entered
into a definitive agreement to sell 100% of Global Marine Group to an investment affiliate of J.F.
Lehman & Company, LLC. Iteris (ITI) will provide a transit signal priority system for Pace, the Suburban
Bus Division of the Regional Transportation Authority. Koss Corp. (KOSS) reported 2QFY19 financial
results in which sales decreased 23% to $4.1 million from $5.4 million in the same period last year.
• Friday: No significant news.

Bowser Notes

MamaMancini's (MMMB) shares continued higher following news of the appointment
of Steven Burns as executive vice president. The stock has been showing relative strength
since it announced new plant-based products and several new product placements. It is
currently up 80% from our recommendation in April 2017 although it had already doubled
in less than one year.
This run up from MMMB is a good reminder that you can always buy your favorite
stocks back at a better price. If a growth stock loses market value but continues to grow,
there's a high probability that investors will start to buy it back. MMMB shares dropped 82%
and when growth picked back up, they tripled in less than a year.
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Insider Activity

• AEHR: One sell of 3,000 shares $2.00.
One option execution of 3,000 shares @
$1.28.
• ISIG: Two buys totaling 25,660 shares
between $0.78-$0.79.

Upcoming Dates

Events to mark on your calendar:
•Feb. 4: ITI earnings.
•Feb. 5: DLHC earnings.
•Feb. 6: LPTH and OESX earnings.
•Feb. 10: GNSS earnings.
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